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Abstract 
A regular language of the form UP’ M’ is called a single loop from the viewpoint of automata 
theory. It is known that every regular language can be expressed as (U,,,, U,L.;IV, )U F. where 
.4 is an index set, u,, ~1~ EX*, c, EX~, i E A, and F is a finite set of words. This expression is 
called an s-representation of that language. An s-representation is called disjoint if the union of it 
is disjoint. A language which has an s-representation with finite index is called an fs-representable 
language. This kind of languages is shown to be the semi-discrete languages. In this paper we 
give a classification of regular languages by the concept of single loops. We show that every 
fs-representable language can be expressed as a disjoint s-representation with finite index. WC 
also show that the intersection of an fs-representable language with any context-free language 
is regular. The relationships between the languages of the form u+ c-, the non-fs-representable 
languages and codes are investigated for their own interests. We show that for u, u t X ’ . ~1’ I.
being a code implies that it is not an fs-representable language. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
~G~~~~~ortls: F mal language; Context-free language; Regular language; Single loop; Semi-discrete 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let X be an ulphahet containing more than one letter. Let X* be the .fier ttzotwk~ 
generated by X and X’ =X*\{ l}, w h ere 1 is the empt}’ fjord. Every u G X* is called 
a u,ora’. The length of a word u EX * is denoted by lg(u). For a word u g .Y’. by II ’ 
we shall mean the set u+ = {u, u2, u3,. .}. Every subset L of X* is called a languu~~cle. 
The cardinality of a language L is denoted by ILI. 
Let L C X*. The equivalence relation PL on X*, called the principul c~m~qrucnc~~ 
determined by L, is defined as u = L.(PL ) if and only if (XUJ, t L H XCJ~ t L for any 
X,J’ EX*). A language L CX* is said to be regulur if PL has a finite index, i.e., the 
number of the equivalence classes of PL is finite. When PI_ is the equality. we call 1, 
a disjunc.tit.e lanyuaye [9]. Clearly, a disjunctive language can never be regular. 
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It is well known that every infinite regular language contains a subset of the form 
uv+w for some 2: EX+, U, w EX*. A regular language of the form UV+M? is called a 
single loop [S]. In [ 11 J, a single loop is also called a regular component. For a given 
infinite regular language L, if beside a single loop uiv:wi in L, the set L’=L\uivTwi 
is infinite, then L’ contains another single loop u,z$w~ such that ui v:wt n u,v:w, = 0. 
Thus every regular language can be expressed as (&,,, u,v+w,)UF, where LI is an index 
set, Ui, Wi EX”, Vi EX+, i E A, and F is a finite set. This expression is called a single 
loop representation (in short, an s-representation) of a language. An s-representation 
of a language is called disjoint if the union of it is disjoint. 
A language L is called jinite-single-loop-representable (in short, fs-representable) if 
L has an s-representation with finite index. Clearly, every fs-representable language is 
regular. If a language has a disjoint s-representation with finite index, then we call it 
disjoint ,$nite-single-loop-representable (in short, dfs-representable). From the defini- 
tion, one must have that every finite language or a single loop is a dfs-representable 
language and every dfs-representable language is an fs-representable language. In [2], 
fs-representable languages are called thin languages. We note that a language L is 
fs-representable if and only if uLv is fs-representable for every U, v EX*. We shall 
show, in Section 2, that the family of fs-representable languages is exactly the family 
of dfs-representable languages. 
For the definitions and properties of context-free languages, one is referred to (61. It 
has been called (by Shyr [8]) an infinte language L regularfiee if L contains no infinite 
regular subsets. There are infinite regular free languages (for example, see [8, 1 l]), 
which do not contain any single loop subset. Thus in [ 111, the disjoint s-representations 
of certain regular languages and context-free languages are investigated. Clearly, every 
non-regular context-free language is not fs-representable. In this paper, we focus our 
consideration mostly on fs-representable languages. 
An infinite language L is called context-free free (in short, elipee) if every context- 
free subset of L is regular. It is known that the family of context-free languages is 
closed under the insection with regular languages. We note that the intersection of a 
cf-free regular language with any context-free language is regular. It has been shown 
by Shyr and Yu [ 1 l] that for a word g EX+, the regular language g+ is cf-free 
(Proposition 4.4). We note that not every infinite regular language is cf-free. For 
example, if X = {a,b}, then the regular language u+b+ is not cf-free. This can be 
seen easily from the fact that L = {u”bn 1 II 3 l} is a context-free language which is 
not regular and L n a+b+ =L. Section 3 is devoted to investigate the cf-free regu- 
lar languages. We show that a regular language is cf-free if and only if it is fs- 
representable. 
A language L LX* is semi-discrete if there exists an integer k> 1 such that 
IL nXn ) <k for every n 3 1. In [5], semi-discrete languages are called slender lan- 
guages. As every context-free language contained in a cf-free regular language is 
regular, the concept of cf-free languages extends the well known result that every 
context-free language over one letter alphabet is regular. The results obtained in this 
paper imply that a regular language is cf-free if and only if it is semi-discrete. This 
provides an efficient justification and classification of regular languages into cf-fret ot 
not, or into fs-representable or not. 
A non-empty language L LX+ is called a CO&~ if xl_\-, ‘.Y,,, = yI?‘z J‘,, with 
.Y.. J’, c L for all i and ,j implies II = III and x, = y, for all i. A language L CA’ is 
a 2-cotl~~ if every subset of L with 2 elements is a code [IO]. From [4, IO]. it fol- 
lows that I, C~; X ’ is a 2-code iff i.(u) # i(t>) for every two distinct words II. L +-- I.. 
III Section 3, the relations of languages of the form II- C. non-fs-representable lan- 
guages and codes are studied for their own interests and as examples of non-fs- 
rcpresentablc languages. It is shown that for II. L’ t X ‘, 1~’ 1” being a code implies 
that I/ t I’ is not an fs-representable language. 
In this paper, we also need the following definitions and notations. 
A word II ti .I’ is called a pimitiw I~WY~ if II =: ,f’“, f’ t X c implies that II :- I. It 
is known that every word in ,I’+ is a power of a unique primitive word [4]. The 
set of all primitive words over X will be denoted by Q. Q is a typical disjunc- 
tive language (see [9]). If II = p’. p t Q, i> I. then let 1.(~) = p, For a language 
L & .Y + , /.(L)={i(cr)lu~L}. A language Lc.Y’~ is called /OCU/ if li(L)I <Y. If 
II = .I->‘. Y. J’ t X”, then the word r = j’x- is called a conjzqrte ~wrtl of II. 
For a word II E X _. if II = I’M‘ for some c, 11’ ‘5 X”. then I’(IV) is called a /TV+\- 
(s~f/i.\-) of II. denoted by I’ < ,’ u (N’ < (II ). A language L 2 X” is said to be thw if 
L nx*lt;Y* + ol for every ~1’ E X” 
Items not defined in this paper can be found in the books [I, 6. 91, which we use 
as standard references. 
2. The equality of fs-representable and dfs-representable 
The fs-representable languages have been investigated in [2. 5, 71. This section con- 
cerns the equality of the fs-representable languages and the dfs-representable languages. 
Since every dfs-representable language is fs-representable, WC need only to carry out 
a proof of the case that every fs-representable language is dfs-representable. As an 
fs-representable language is a union of finitely many single loops, our effort should be 
put on the disjoint union of single loops. 
Remark 2.1. For any given single loop W-IL’ and for any finite set F. the language 
I/II’ \\,\,F can be expressed as a disjoint union of a single loop and a finite set. 
If any two single loops have a finite intersection, then by Remark 2.1. we can always 
put the two single loops as a disjoint union of two single loops with a finite set. Now, 
we consider the case of single loops with an infinite intersection. First, we quote the 
following lemma concerning the basic property of the powers of words. 
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Consider the single loop uu+w, where u, w E X*, v E X+ and let p E Q, i 3 1 such 
that v = p’ and uv+w = u(p’)+w. It is true that there exists a maximal integer j 3 0 such 
that uv+w = u’pJ(p’)+w’ = u’pjz’+w’ for some u’, w’ E X* and one must have p 6 (‘ u’ 
and p$,w’. For example: consider the single loop aaabab(abab)+abaab, that is, 
u = u3bub, v = (ub)” and w = ubuub. Then p = ub and i = 2. The maximal integer j = 3 
is such that UZIW = auabub(ubub)+ubuub = u2(ub)3 ((ub)2)+u2b = u’p3(p2)+w’ = u’p3 
v+w’ with u’ = a2 and w’ = a2b. 
Lemma 2.3. Let uv+w und xy+z be twu single loops jtir some v, y EX+ and u, w,x, 
z EX”. Zf Juu+w nxy+zl = cc, then 
(1) A(v) is a conjugute of l.(y), und 
(2) there exist f,q EX” and p E Q such that uv+w,xy+zg fp’q. 
Proof. Since ]UU+W nxy+zl = cx), there exist i, j>2(lg(uvw)+lg(xyz)) such that UD’W = 
xyjz. Let lg(x) 3 lg(u). Then there exist ~1, v2 EX* and /cl, k2 30 such that x = z&l 
VI, V=VIQ andxyiz=~~k~v1v2vk2~ with k, +k2+1 =i. We note that ~Jzx=v~v~~wuu~~ 
~‘1 =(D~c~~)~~~~w~D~~~~~ and lg(x) = lg( uz ~1). As iZ2(lg(uvw)+lg(xyz)) and v,y~X+, ,kl 
and since Ig(x) = lg(uvk~vl ), we see that k, ,< Ig(x). Thus k2 >2(lg(uvw) + lg(yz)) 32 
(lg(v) + Ig(y)). Since j32(lg(uuw) + lg(xyz)), j32(lg(v) + lg(y)). It follows that 
yj and (v2~l)~~ have a common left factor with length longer than Ig(y) + lg(uzu,). 
By Lemma 2.2, i(vzvt)= E.(y). Thus pl is a conjugate of p2 and lg(pt)= lg(p2). 
The statement (1) is then true. If lg(u) 3 lg(x), then by an analogous argument, the 
statement (1) is also true. 
Now, let v= py, y = p;’ for some p,, p2 E Q and nz, n 2 1. By the statement ( 1 ), yl 
is a conjugate of ~2. Let i’, j’ 3 0 be the maximal integers such that uv+w = J; p{ c+ql 
and xy+z = f,p/i’ y+q~ for some fr , f2, q,, q2 E X*, respectively. Clearly, uu+w 2 ,fr 
pTq1 and xy+z C f2pzq2. Without loss of generality, let lg(J ) 3 lg(f2). We want 
to show that uv+w C ,f2p2+q2. As uv’w =xylz, ,f, p:pT’q, = uuiw =xyJz = ,f?$~‘p~lqz. 
Assume that lg(f, ) 3 Ig(f2p2). Then since p, is, a conjugate of p2, we have lg(pl ) = 
lg(p2). From the equality of f,p;‘p;Z’q, = f2p2 p1/q2, it follows that p1 <,fl. Thus 
f, pcpy’q, = fip;“, p;liq, for some ,f,’ E X”. This contradicts the maximality of i’ 
such that .f, pTv+q, = uv+w. Hence, one must have Ig(f, ) < lg(f2p2). That is, Ig( f2) 
d lg(f,)< lg(f2p2). Since PI is a conjugate of p2 and ,f,p’,‘py’q, = fi$ippqr, 
there exist p3,p4 EX* such that f, = f2p3, p2=p3p4 and p1 =p4p3. Assume that 
i’+mi>j’+nj+ 1. As lg(f2)6 Mf, )< lg(f2p2) and .fl p;‘p;llql = .f2pi’pziq2, lg(q2) 
3 lg(plql). It fallows that p2 < Pq2 and this contradicts the maximality of j’ such 
that f2#i’yfq2 =xy+z. Hence, one must have j’ + nj 2 i’ + mi, i.e., ,j’ + nj - (i’ + 
mi)>O. Since f2(p3p4)i’fm1p3q, = f2p3(p4p3)i’+mrq, = f,p(p;“q, = f2#j21pJiq2 = 
fi(P3P4) 
i’+niq2, p3q, = (P3P4)i’+fli-(i’+mi) q2. Then for every r> 1, uvYw=,flp~v’.qI = 
f2p3(p4p3) i’+mrq, = f2(P3P4)i’+mrP3q, = f2(P3P4)~‘+~~(p3pq)~‘~fli~(~‘+~~~)q2 = ,f2 
p’2 +nj+m(r-i) 
q2 C f2pzq2. Let f = f2, p = p2 and let q = 92. Then statement (2) holds 
true. q 
Let sZ={u~z~;~~~,u~v~w~,....~~,,~.jt IV,?} be a finite collection of single loops. We say 
that R is connectcvi if Iz~~P+MJ~ n u,.. , v1_, M‘ /+ I/ = x for i = 1,2.. . . II ~ 1. By Lemma 2.3. 
the single loops with infinite intersection can be expressed as subsets of a common 
single loop. This yields the following proposition. 
For one single loop contained in another single loop, we have the following result.. 
Proof. Let us take .XJ)+Z = ,fp+q in Lemma 2.3. Then by (I ) of Lemma 2.3. ;.(I.) 
is a conjugate of p. Thus Ig(j.(l:))== Ig(p) and Ig(r)=jlg(p) for some j> I. ?rs 
l(I‘11‘. UP’ ’ IV i ,fp+q for every 0~3 I, there exist i,k 3 I such that LICII’= fp’q and 
111’ ‘l’i~‘~t’ = ,111’; y. We now consider the difference of the length of z~P”~~’ II‘ and the 
length of UUL’. The following equation holds: 
~,~lg(/,)==nzlg(r)= lg(ut+’ $19) - Ig(zc~~~) = k lg( p) - i lg( p). 
It follows that nz,j = k - i and li = i + mj are true. Thus z~rY’~t. = UI.“‘- ’ 11’ == /;I’( p ! )“‘y. 
Therefore. Z/I.I.~CII’ = ,fp’( pt )+q for some i,,j 3 I, I 
In the following, we shall show that for any tn 32. the single loop ,f)‘( pt j’ q can 
be split further as a disjoint union of n7 single loops with a finite set. 
Proof. Let tn32. Clearly, (UTii-,: f>‘CXt(p”it)i q) U (UNTO,’ Jjftbtq) < ,/jl’( p’) q. 
Now, consider ,fp’( pt )“q E .fp’( p’)’ q. where t7 3 1. Then t7 = k + n’ttz for some H’ > 0. 
where k G tz(modnT). And, jp’( pt)“q =,fjfe’i(p’i’i)‘l’q t (Uy_Ol ,fjY+‘t(p”“) r/) I 
(u;‘:!,’ ,f$‘+Xtq). Thus the equality holds true. Since i + X,j -t rtnj # i t li?; .- sttzj 
for every 0 <k, #k? <rn - I and I’..~ 30. the union is disjoint. ‘1 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let tn>tz. If nr 5 n (mod,i), then tt1 = tI -I Xi for 
some k 3 0. Thus ,fb”‘( P’)+Y = ,fp” p’t( pt ) +q C ,fp”( p’ )+q. For the case that m +Y? II 
(mod,j),m+kli #n+klj for every kl,kz > 1. This implies that ,fj?“(pt)s qi:.fjY( p’) 
y==v). n 
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Proposition 2.8. Let Sz = {a~ v:wl, uzo~w~, . , u,,v,+w,,} be connected, where vi EX’ 
andu;.w,EX*, i=1,2 ,..., n, n 32. Then U:=, aiv+wi can be expressed as a disjoint 
fs-representation. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, there exist f,q EX* and p E Q such that U,U:wi C fp+q, 
i= 1,2,. . . , n. By Proposition 2.5, if we put the shortest word uiuiwi of each single loop 
UiV,‘Wi into a finite set F, then UiViU+Wi = fpJi(pki)+q for some ji, k, > 0, i = 1,2,. . , a. 
That is, 
uiviv;w, = fpj,(pk’)fq; 
U~V~V~W~ = fpJ2(pkz)+q; 
u,v,v,fw, = fpj.(pL’)+q. 
Let M be the least common multiple of k,, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then for each ki, i = 1, 
2,. . . , n, there exists an integer mi 3 1 such that kimi = M. By Lemma 2.6, every single 
loop fpA(pk )+q can be expressed as a disjoint fs-representation. That is, 
( 
m,-I 
fp’l cpkl )+q = U fpjl++ 
r=O 
Cp”‘“’ ,,) ” (;i fpi~+.‘~q) ;
c 
??I-1 
fpjz(pk2)+q = U fpjz+h 
r=O 
(p”‘)iq) u (y fp”++q) ; 
( 
W-1 
Jpin(pkn )+q = U fp.in+k(pm,An 
r=O 
)u) u (;ifPjn+rkfl”) . 
The union of them is still an fs-representation. By Lemma 2.7, each single loop is 
either a subset of some other single loops or the intersection with other single loops is 
the empty set. If we omit the single loops being a subset of some other single loops 
one by one, then the union of the rest single loops and the finite set F is disjoint and 
is equal to the union U:=, uit~~~wi. 0
Theorem 2.9. A language L is fs-representable if and only if L is dfs-representable. 
Proof. By definitions, every dfs-representable language is fs-representable. Now let L 
be an fs-representable language. That is, there exist ui, wi EX*, vi E X+, i = 1,2,. . , n, 
and a finite set F such that L = (/J!= I , uiz~~w,) UF. If any two single loops have a finite 
intersection, then by Remark 2.1, we can always put the two single loops as a disjoint 
union of two single loops with a finite set. Thus the language L is divided into a finite 
set and finitely many groups of single loops satisfying the condition of Proposition 2.8. 
The intersection of any two single loops choosen from different groups is empty. By 
Proposition 2.8, each group can be expressed as a disjoint fs-representation. That is, 
the union of single loops in each group is dfs-representable. Since a disjoint union 
of finitely many dfs-representable languages is also a dfs-representable language. L is 
dfs-representable. 0 
3. A characterization of cf-free regular languages 
This section is devoted to the characterization of regular languages being cf-free. 
We also investigate the dense property of fs-representable languages. 
For a word u=ulal...a,, where (7, E X, the r’ecrrse of II, uR is the word 11~ = 
a,,a,,_l al. For a language L, LR is the set LR = {x” /x E L}. Let Lb and L? be any 
two languages. We define Ll/L2, the quotient of L, with respect to Lz to be 
{x 1 for some _r in Ll, xy is in LI}. 
First, we quote some known results concerning the properties of context-free lan- 
guages. 
Lemma 3.1 (Hopcroft and Ullman [ 11 and Salomaa [6]). Let LI he N conte.ut-f&l 
lunguuye and let L2 he a regular lamquage. Then L, , R L, nL2 rrnd L,,‘.L? WC c~orltc.\-t- 
fkr. 
It is known that every context-free language over one letter alphabet is regular [h]. 
Moreover, in [12], it is shown that every local context-free language is regular. As 
every context-free language contained in a cf-free regular language is regular. every 
language over one letter alphabet and every local language are cf-free. Next, we shall 
show that every fs-representable language is cf-free. 
Proposition 3.2. The intersection of LI c.ontextyfj.ee Iangua~qe tvith (I single loop is 
wyul~rr. 
Proof. Assume that A is a context-free language and let L = UL.+W, r E X * . II, 11‘ c: X*. 
Then by Lemma 3.1, A, = A n L is a context-free language and A 1 = uA~n where ‘12 
is a subset of c+. Thus uA* = A j/{u)}. By Lemma 3.1. the language UAI is context 
free. Again by Lemma 3.1, AFuR = (z&)~ is context free. Since {uR} is regular, by 
Lemma 3. I, AT is context free. Also the reversal A2 of A! is context free and which 
is contained in uc. Thus A2 is a local context-free language and, hence, a regular 
language. It follows that the language Al = UAZIV is a regular language. This shows 
that A, = A n L is regular and the proof is completed. L 
From Proposition 3.2, we have the following immediately. 
Corollary 3.3. The intersection of a context:fke lunyuuye naith a j&epre.sentahlc~ 
language is regular. That is, every jk-rrpresentahle language is cj{fLet>. 
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From [2, 3, 71, we reference some results which are useful in characterizing regular 
languages being cf-free. 
Lemma 3.4 (Kunze et al. [2], Paun and Salomaa [S] and Shallit [7]). A regzrlur fun- 
guage is semi-discrete iJ’ and only iJ’ it is Jwepresentuhle. 
Lemma 3.5 (Latteux and Thierrin [3]). A regulur language L iX* is not semi- 
discrete if and only [f L contains a language of the form xu* yr;*z where x, y,z EX* 
and u, v E X+ such that IA+ y n yo+ = 0. 
Lemma 3.6 (Latteux and Thierrin [3]). Let L = {xu”yu”z / n 30). Then L is regular iJ 
and only if u # 1 and 2: # 1 imply u+y n yv+ # 8. 
Now, we characterize regular languages being cf-free as follows: 
Proposition 3.7. Let L C X” be a regular lunguage. Then L is jk-representable (if 
and only if L is semi-discrete) $ and o&J, iJ’ L’ n L is reyulur for every context-free 
Iunguage L’ C X”. 
Proof. Suppose L is an fs-representable language. Then by Corollary 3.3, L’n L is 
regular for every context-free language L’ C Xx. 
Conversely, assume that L is not fs-representable. By Lemma 3.4, L is not semi- 
discrete. From Lemma 3.5, L contains a language of the form xu*yu*z where x, y, 
z E X* and u, u E Xf such that u+ yn yu+ = 8. By Lemma 3.6, L’ = {xzPyu”z / n > 1) is 
not regular. That is, L’ = {xu”yzj”z / n 3 l} = {xu” y~‘“z 1 n 3 I} fl L c L is a non-regular 
context-free subset of L. 0 
The following theorem sums up the previous results. 
Theorem 3.8. Let L be a regular Iunguage. Then the jtillowing are equizzlent: 
(1) L is J&representable; 
(2) L is d$s-representable; 
(3) L is semi-discrete; 
(4) L is c&free. 
Moreover, we show that an fs-representable language can never be dense. It then 
follows that every dense regular language is not fs-representable, and of course not 
semi-discrete. 
Proposition 3.9. No j&representable language is dense. 
Proof. In [2], it is shown that every dense semi-discrete language is disjunctive. As 
every fs-representable language is regular, from Lemma 3.4, it follows that a regular 
language is semi-discrete if and only if it is fs-representable. But a regular language 
can never be disjunctive. Thus no fs-representable language is dense. G 
4. The s-representations of the language u+v+ 
In this section we investigate the properties of the s-representaions of regular lan- 
guages in the form U- cT. U. 11 tX+. The properties of u \t’rlL and IV~.+U being codes 
for some L\’ E X” are also studied in this section. 
Let U, I‘ E X+ with u # u. Then for any XIX, ‘x,, E {u, r} + , where x, E {II, r}, I <i <II. 
the word UX~_Y~ .x,,zl can be expressed as U” ri’ II” t~‘l d, r’, for some I‘ 3 I with 
i1.i ‘.’ 2,.-..~v.,J1../2 I... >Jr/ > 1. Thus u,xIxZ x,,c = 14” 1.1’ tb I,‘, C ( II+L‘ _ )- In the proof 
of Proposition 4.3, we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1 (Shyr and Thierrin [IO]). Let x, y E X ’ Then {I. _I!} is N code if’ontl orr/,~, 
if’ XJ’ # J”. 
Lemma 4.2 (Lyndon and Schiitzenberger [4]). For 24.1‘ E A’+. if’ 111‘ = 1’11, th 1/ u11d I‘ 
trre ~ONWS of’ a common ttlord. 
Proposition 4.3. Let II # c E X’. Then the ,f~~lh~in(-l stcrtements ure equiwlent: 
( 1 ) {II. 1.) is (I code; 
(2 ) 11~1: _ i.s LI code; 
(3) u+v’ i.v not .fk-representuhle; 
(4) u-M’1‘- is N code ,ftir some w E X’ ; 
(5 ) z4+ r is 0 code; 
(6) L/P- is (I code; 
(7) u + 1.+ ix not semi-discrete. 
Proof. ( 1 ) =+ (2): Let {u, G} be a code and let (u” ~1” )( u’: 1.“ ) ( II’~~ P’,, ) = (d I.” ) 
($ [..\2 ) ( Il”s,, l.h ) w h ere il, i?. . i,l.j, ,j2,. ,,j,i. r,,r?, . . T,~~,sI . ~.. ,.s,,, are positive 
integers. In order to show that u+z’+ is a code, we prove that r~ = tz and ik = 15,. ja = Y,: 
for I <k<n. Now, since {u,(l) is a code, ik =Q, and ji =.PL for I <li<~l. and II tu. 
Therefore, u~-rt is a code. 
(2) + (5): Since U+Z~ is a subset of u ’ I’+ and a subset of a code is a code. statc- 
ment (5) must hold true. 
(5) =+ ( 1): Assume that U+Z’ is a code. Suppose {K p} is not a code. Then II = /‘I. 
I’= ,f” for some ,f’tX+ and i,,j> I, i #j. We have (u~c)(u’~) = (,f”‘,f”)(,f”‘,f” ): 
(,f’“‘,f”)(,f”‘,f”) = (z?L.)(u’c) and II-C is not a code, a contradiction. Thus {II. I.} ;I 
code must be true. 
By similar argument, we can show that (6) ++ ( 1). 
( I ) ++ (3): As u-c+ is fs-representable if and only if U+ r+ is dfs-representable and if 
and only if I(u) = ;.(u). Since P.(U) =- I,(r) if and only if {u. r} is not a code. ( 1 ) * (3 ) 
must hold true. 
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(2) 3 (4): Let U+U+ be a code. Consider the word w = u. Then u+wv+ = u+uv+ C 
u+u+ is a code. 
(4) =+ (2): Let u+wv+ be a code for some w E X+. Assume that u+v+ is not a code. 
From the equivalence of statements (1) and (2), it follows that {u, v} is not a code. By 
Lemma 4.1, uv = c’u. From Lemma 4.2, there exists ,f E X+ such that u = f’ and v = ,fj 
for some i,j > 1. Then (uwv2’)(u~wv) = uwf 3’jwv = (uwv’)(u2~wv) E (u+wv+)+ for ev- 
ery w EX+. Thus u+wv+ is not a code for every w EX+, a contradiction. Therefore, 
z~+u+ is a code must be true. 
(3) H (7): It is derived directly from Lemma 3.4. q 
’ .+ Proposition 4.3 tells us that if u L is a code, then u+wv+ is a code for at least one 
word w, but not for every word w. The following example will serve as a counter- 
example. 
Example. Let u =aba, v= ba and w =a. Then u3wv = (uwv)~. Then u+wv+ is not a 
code. But u+v+ is a code. 
In the following we characterize the languages wvfuf and u+wv+ being codes. 
Proposition 4.4. Let u # v EX+ and let w E X* be such that u+wv+ is a code. Then 
uiw # wvj for every i, j 3 1 if and only if wv+u+ is a code. 
Proof. If u’w = wvj for some i, j 3 1, then wvu~+~wvu = wvuwvj+‘u. This implies that 
WV+& is not a code, a contradiction. 
Conversely suppose wv+u+ IS not a code. Then there exist wvi~ujk, WV~~U”’ E W&U+, 
1 bkdn and’1 dtdm for some m,n>l, such that wv’lujt fwvQuS’ and 
wvil JI wvi2uJ2 wvhujn _ w~jrl~S1~~rZ~S’ . WUrmuSm, 
By multiplying u on left-hand side and WV on the right-hand side of both two terms 
in the above equation, we have 
uwvil ,jl wvi2uj2 . Wvi~UinWv = UWvrl usI U~vr~LLS~ . WUrmUSmw,v, 
Since u+wv+ is a code, uwvii = uwv’l and ujl wviz = uS~wvr2. As uwvil = uwv”, il =rl. 
Since wuil ujl # wv’1z8, jl # sl. From ujl wvz2 = us1 wvr2, it follows that i2 # ~2. Without 
loss of generality, let ji >sl Then clearly, r2 > iz. Thus & -.‘I w = WV’~-~~. This implies 
that u’w = wvj for some i, j 3 1, a contradiction. Thus w&u+ is a code if uiw # wvj 
for every i,j> 1. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let u # v E Xf and let w E X* be such that wv+u+ is a code. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) u’fvj for every i,j21; 
(2) u+wv+ is a code; 
(3) u+v+ is a code. 
Hy multiplying NY’ on left-hand side and II on the right-hand side of both two terms 
in the above equation, we have 
Since 1~1 +u- is a code by assumption, we must have \t~t’~ ==xx+ and NY” ~‘2 = MY 
14”. As MVH” = LVLXC” , jj = sl. Since i{J’ M~c’~ # u.” 1~7~“~. il # ~1. Without loss of gcner 
ality, let il > ~1. From r&l 11;~ = t~z”‘l II?. it follows that j2 <s? and c”-‘-’ = ct’:-/?, This 
implies that II’ = 1:’ for some i,,j 3 1, a contradiction. 
(2) tj ( 1 ): If 24’ = t:j for some i,j 3 1 , then un~/ ’ UWT = UHW” MT. This implies that 
U + bL’2’ is not a code, a contradiction. 
(l)++(3): II’ #vi for every i,,j> 1 if and only if i(u) # j.(l’). From Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2. it follows that j.(u)# i(r) if and only if {u,I~} is a code. By 
Proposition 4.3. {u,v} is a code if and only if z?r- is a code. C 
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